Colored Cancels on the 1869 Series: Stars
In this article, any cancel with a roundish core and four or more points is considered to be a
star. The figures are arranged in ascending order of the number of points. They are chosen to
illustrate solid, negative, hollow-centered, outline, and intaglio stars, as well as the range of star
colors on 1869 stamps and covers. Where known, towns of origin are given. Though
representative, the examples shown below are by no means exhaustive.
Cancels shown in prior NEWS issues are omitted, specifically the green and purple sixpointed stars-in-stars from Farmland IN (May 2012) and the blue Philadelphia intaglio star
(February 2014). Also, see the article (Chronicle of U.S. Classic Postal Issues, Nov 2011) about
Nick Kardasis's 1869 collection for spectacular strikes of star cancels on 1869 stamps

Figure 1 shows a solid four-point red star of unknown origin on the 30-cent stamp. Colored
cancels on high-value 1869 stamps are scarce, and colored fancy cancels are rare. To my
knowledge, this example is unique.

Figures 2 and 3 show, respectively, blue and red four-point, hollow-centered stars on the
10-cent stamp. Both cancels are of unknown origin. The blue hollow-centered star is also
known on the
6-cent stamp.
Figure 4 shows
a mourning
cover from
Hartford,
Wisconsin
bearing a
magenta 4point star of
similar, but not
identical, shape
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as the ones just shown. The cover is dated August 24, probably 1869. The only other cover
known to bear this cancel is dated January 3, probably 1870.

The next nine figures show examples of solid five-point star cancels. Figure 5 shows a large blue
star on a June 16 1870 cover from Shelbyville Tenn. Figure 6
shows a small blue star on an electronically clipped cover dated
May 10 1870(?) from Freeport IL.
Figure 7 shows a large, lopsided
blue star of unknown origin on a
type II 15-cent stamp. As
mentioned, fancy colored cancels on high-value 1869 stamps are
rare. Figure 8
shows an
asymmetric red
star on a APR 8
1870 cover from
Millersburgh OH, a
post office known
for fancy red
cancels. Figure 9
shows a light
purple star on the
12-cent stamp.
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The cancel color and stamp value suggest that this cancel was struck on an 1869 cover from
Philadelphia to England, but I have not seen any covers that confirm that origin.
Figure 10 shows a green star on the 3-cent stamp.
A few similar cancels are known on the 3-cent
stamp and are sometimes attributed to Sharon VT,
but I have never seen an 1869 cover confirming
that origin.

Figures 11-13 show, respectively, red, purple, and green star-in-circle cancels.
The next three figures show examples of five-point intaglio star cancels.

Figure 14 shows such a cancel inscribed in a blue pentagon, origin unknown. I have never seen
another.
Figure 15
shows an
electronically
clipped Nov 8
1869 cover
bearing the
intaglio red
star of
Plattsmouth
NB. Figure 16
shows a June
11 1869
cover bearing
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two strikes of the dark blue intaglio star of Louisville KY.

The next three Figures show negative five-point stars of
unknown origin. Figure 17 shows a tiny negative star inscribed in a red background on the 12cent stamp. To my knowledge, this example is unique. Figure 18 shows a
larger negative star inscribed in a solid purple circle on the 3-cent stamp.
Figure 19 shows a piece bearing a partial brown MASS postmark and
matching complex cancel consisting of a negative star, within a solid
circle, within an outline star. True brown is the third rarest of 1869 cancel
colors, after orange and ultramarine. I believe this example to be unique.
Figure 20 shows a blue six-point star on the 12cent stamp; and Figure 21 shows red six-point
stars on a pair of 2-cent stamps.

Most of the six-point stars I have seen on 1869 stamps
are intaglio "Stars-of-David". Figure 22 shows three such
blue stars of unknown origin on a strip of 1-cent stamps.
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Figure 23 shows a bold blue Star on a JAN 12 1870 cover from North Bennington VT; Figure 24
shows a similar star on a FEB 18 1870 cover from
Newport NH. The purple intaglio Star-of-David
shown in Figure 25 is electronically clipped from
an APR 27 (year unknown) cover from Owego NY.
Of the 25 or so covers known from Owego
during the 1869 era, all but two bear cancels
struck in green; only this star and a grid (see Feb
2015 NEWS) are known in purple.
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Figure 26 shows a blue eight-point intaglio star on a June 29 1869 cover from Lisbon NH. The
cancel is formed from two intersecting rectangles.
I conclude by showing two examples of many-pointed
stars, sometimes called "starbursts". Figure 27 shows such a
cancel with eleven or twelve points. It was struck in red on a
DEC 15 1869 cover from Millersburgh OH (see Figure 8
above). Finally, Figure 28 shows a blue
starburst with at least 15 points on the 2-cent
stamp. The origin of this cancel is unknown, but its color and freehand style lead
me to suspect Savannah.
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